LOZOVA MACHINERY AT AGRO-2018:
10 NEW SOLUTIONS FOR FARMERS
08.06.2018
At the international agro-industrial exhibition AGRO-2018, which takes place on June 6-9
in Kiev, the largest Ukrainian producer presents innovative agricultural machinery for all
types of agriculture.
This year, at the large-scale exposition LOZOVA MACHINERY are presented by 10
agricultural implements, which demonstrate technical achievements and complex solutions for
the Ukrainian and European markets, meeting the highest farmer demands.

"The updated versions of long-liked agricultural implements with extended functionality and a
new set of options will become even more reliable assistants for farmers in the fight for high
yields and preservation of soil fertility, – points out Roman Girshfeld, Vice President Sales and
Marketing. – The new range of wide-cover implements, created on the basis of legendary
product lines, is among the exhibits" .

The most long-awaited premiere of LOZOVA MACHINERY was a modified two-axle dump
semi-trailer ALBION-26, supplemented with an unloading screw and side-extended boards.
New options allow the trailer to be used as a dump trailer and as a powerful reloader, capable of
unloading up to 20 tons of cargo in 2,5 minutes. High boards also provide an opportunity to
increase transportation volumes.
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"One of the advantages of the trailer is its multitasking and universality, as it can be used both
for livestock feeds harvesting and for solving logistics issues by the transportation of grain and
oil crops, root crops, loose building materials," – Roman Girshfeld tells.
He adds that ALBION-26 is made on the basis of the original technologies of the British brand
with half a century of traditions: "Owing to the quality and reliability, the trailer with unique
characteristics became a choice of the largest Ukrainian agro-holdings. Thus, in May ALBION26 was purchased by a group of companies PJSC MIRONIVSKY HLIBOPRODUCT”.

The modernized no-till seed drill ZLATNIK-6/5000 is now available with the electric drive of
the seeding units and the hydraulic fan drive, and is also equipped with a quick unload system.
"The innovative format makes it easy to couple with modern foreign tractors, to manage the
seeding process at the highest level and to minimize implements downtime. I think ZLATNIK will
become the trend of the season”,– Roman Girshfeld points out.

Among the updated exhibits there are also subsoilers GULDEN-4 and FRANC-2,5 with
supporting
wheels
and
extra-wear-resistant
working
tools
HARD-SHELL.

SHILLING-4 intensive stubble cultivator is demonstrated in new design. The implement has
rubber wheels instead of metal ones. As a result – increased passability of the units.
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The family of combined multi-profile mass-produced novelties is presented by a set consisting of
heavy tooth harrow LIRA XL and drag harrow LARI. Due to the unified frame design, the
implements quickly turn out from one to another and the agrarians receive two implements for
the price almost of one.

The original design solutions of LOZOVA MACHINERY continue to be realized in the disc
harrows DUCAT. DUCAT-3 and DUCAT-6 with a working width of 3 m and 6 m, respectively,
equipped with rubber and cage rollers, were presented at our booth. In total, there are 5
modifications of rollers available for farmers.

The line of heavy disc harrows is represented by DUCAT-GOLD with a working width of 8 m.
The unique implement, which has no analogues, was created to work on the stubble remains of
rough crops. Today, such harrow is the most relevant for Ukrainian farmers in the conditions of
annual growth of tilled crops, which cover already half of the country's sown areas.
"The work on rough crops, like corn and sunflower, has its own specifics, so we create our heavy
disc harrows that can work on heavy stubble remains," – Roman Girshfeld points out.
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He announces that a prototype of DUCAT-GOLD with a working width of 6 meters has been
already produced and is currently being tested at the Mykolaiv National Agrarian University.
DUCAT GOLD with a working width 4 meters is going to be released.

"In addition, the model range of LOZOVA MACHINERY will be supplemented by the end of the
year with 8-meter medium cultivator and 3-meter subsoiler FRANC-3. The English line of
trailers will be expanded by the unique combined trailer-grain loader. The nearest plants of
LOZOVA MACHINERY are to adopt and produce a whole line of rotating ploughs" , – Roman
Girshfeld adds.

LOZOVA MACHINERY is becoming more available for Ukrainian farmers. The entire line of
LOZOVA MACHINERY implements, which include 36 aggregates, participates in the state
program of 25% compensation of the implements cost.

Participation in AGRO-2018 is significant and one of many events in which the company takes
part. Within the Green Tour LOZOVA MACHINERY presents unique features for all types of
tillage, soil and regions, participating in the largest domestic and world exhibitions, as well as
conducting demo-shows in Ukraine.
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"It is to be recalled that last year we became the only Ukrainian company that presented
Ukrainian seeding and tillage equipment at AGRITECHNICA -2017. This year we will
demonstrate Ukrainian innovative implements to the world society at the largest European
exhibitions”, – Roman Girshfeld points out.
Within Green Tour LOZOVA MACHINERY has already visited more than 10 countries. "As a
result, we have successfully entered new markets – Germany, Czech Republic, Croatia, Georgia
and Serbia," – says Vice President Sales and Marketing.
LOZOVA MACHINERY intends to strengthen further the export potential, expanding the
geography of sales and dealer partnership.
"We plan to increase our presence in the EU, increasing the share of exports by the end of the
year up to 35-40%", – says Roman Girshfeld.
"Taking into account the current trends, we see a growing demand for multifunctional and
combined implements that can increase the yield and profitability of agro-companies. LOZOVA
MACHINERY offers exactly these technologies – a new generation of wide-cover agricultural
implements, with which farmers’ MONEY WORKS!" – Roman Girshfeld sums up.

Reference:
LOZOVA MACHINERY is one of the leading domestic manufacturers of equipment for logistics and
transportation, tillage and seeding agricultural implements. It is included in the national program of 25%
cost compensation. The company's products are supplied to more than 20 countries through the official
distributor – UPEC TRADING and a network of dealers in the CIS, Middle East and Europe.
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